Hotel Logos*** in Zakopane
is a unique combination of regional architectural style with modern design with elements of highland folklore.

In order to meet our Guests’ expectations, we have
created a place of high standard and unique atmosphere,
where you may both relax and work.
These special conditions are undoubtedly to the credit of
professional and kind personnel, appreciated by our
Guests.

What is Hotel Logos*** distinguished by?
• comfortable rooms
• excellent food combining many tastes

• cosy Zone of Wellness&Spa
• modern conference rooms
• cafe/drink bar with observation terrace into Giewont
• interesting interior design, referring to the regional patterns
• beautiful surroundings, warm family atmosphere and traditional highland
hospitality
• guarantee of relax in silence and peace thanks to the location nearby the
communal park, in close proximity to Krupówki, at the same time
• proximity to tourist routes, i.a. the Białego and Strążyska valleys, as well
as attractions of Zakopane, such as Wielka Krokiew, the Tatras Museum,
Villa Koliba or Museum of Zakopane Style

Reception lobby in Hotel Logos***
Right after crossing the hotel’s doorstep, the Guest meets the
elements of highland architecture. Manually sculptured wooden
elements of highland folklore are the works of local artists.
Hotel’s reception desk is a combination of glass ornaments of
edelweiss being the symbol of Tatras plants, historical pictures in
beautiful, sculptured frames presenting the life of local population
or a fireplace lined with handmade tiles with highland paintings.
The complement of the reception desk’s design, adding warmth,
are certainly the beautifully sculptured wooden decorations.
Comfortable sofas and armchairs provide with comfort and
convenience. While relaxing in the reception lobby, the Guests
may learn the history of Zakopane, recorded on the wall, watch
TV with access to satellite television channels or discover
numerous attractions offered by Zakopane and its surroundings.
On the historic, sculptured by hand table, there is a very precious
for us Commemorative Book, in which the Guests share their
experiences from their stay in the hotel.

Rooms in Hotel Logos***
• The hotel offers 52 rooms and 2 apartments arranged so that they provide
comfort and convenience, referring, at the same time, to the culture of
Podhale.
• Most of the rooms have a balcony. In the Superior rooms, there are located
garden view terraces.
• The rooms are equipped with desks, telephones, TV with access to satellite
channels and Wi-Fi.
• The bathrooms in the rooms are equipped with cosmetics, soft towels and
a hair-dryer.
• In the rooms of increased standard, of the Superior, Deluxe type and in
Apartments, there are located devices for coffee and tea making.
• Apartments consist of a bedroom, a living room with relaxation part, a
bathroom with bath and shower. Additionally, the Guests may use
bathrobes and disposable slippers.

The Staropolska Restaurant
Our restaurant invites to discover the tastes of the Polish
cuisine, combining tradition with modernity.
The care about our Guests is manifested in the refined
menu, composed so that it meets even the most sophisticated
tastes. The dishes change as the seasons change – we use the
products of the highest quality, which occur seasonally.
Wooden restaurant furniture refer to the highland folklore,
amaze with sculptured details and replicas of pictures from
the Tatras Museum recapture the spirit of distant history of
Zakopane and Podhale.
The restaurant offers its Guests also a terrace facing the
garden.
In the restaurant, there are 120 seats enabling to organize
various types of events, such as weddings, baptisms,
anniversaries, banquets and integration meetings.

View Cafe‘3.PIĘTRO’
‘3.PIĘTRO’ is a cosy cafe with lookout
terrace, where you may get rest from the
noise of Krupówki and feel like home.
Our biggest advantage is a beautiful view
to the Tatras, which you may admire,
tasting excellent drinks and bakings of
the Chef.

Wellness & SPA
A place, where the harmony between the body and soul is
formed. The cosy SPA Zone, awaiting our Guests, is an
asylum from noise and pace of modern world.
A broad range of procedures and massages allows the well
deserved relax, guaranteeing the improved body’s and
mind’s condition, at the same time.
High quality cosmetics Declare and Juvena dedicated to
treatment in SPA, qualified personnel, various face and body
procedures and relaxing massages allow to improve wellbeing and appearance.

Wellness & SPA Zone offers:
• Steam bath
• Sauna
• Jacuzzi
• Studio cardio
• Gym
• Massage and beauty salon for face
and body procedures

Conferences and trainings in Zakopane
Zakopane is an unusual and inspiring place for
company events and integration meetings.
Convenient location, comprehensive service and
high standard make our hotel a perfect place for
congresses, conferences, trainings and business
meetings.

Tatras Conference Center
The Tatras Conference Room of total area of 315 m2 constitutes the
facility for 300 persons, and the system of sliding walls provide with
ability of its division into two smaller ones:
• The Rysy Conference Room of the area of 125 m2
• The Giewont Conference Room of the area of 190 m2
The Hotel Logos is a guarantee of comprehensive organization, high
standard of services and reliable customer service.

Attractions of Zakopane and surroundings
Zakopane is popular among tourists at each time of year. In summer,
it is a perfect base of trekking tourism, in winter it attracts the
passionates of snow fun.

We recommend
• Walks through the Tatras valleys, i.a. Kościeliska, Chochołowska, Strążyska

• Winter sports in Zakopane and the surroundings
• Sleigh rides with torches on the Tatras valleys
• Ride with the mountain aerial cableway to the top of Kasprowy Wierch, Gubałówka
• Visiting the Zakopane museums, i.a. the Tatras Museum or Villa Koliba and Cemetery
on Pęksowy Brzysk
• Relax in the Podhale thermal swimming pools
• Off road trips with quads/snow scooters
• One-day trips, i.a. a walk in the tree crowns in Slovakia, rafting on the Dunajec river,
Wieliczka, Cracow etc.
• Visiting Krupówki and Wielka Krokwia
• Sacral places i.e.: Sanctuary of Our Lady of Fatima, Chapel on Jaszczurówka, Small
Church on Wiktorówki
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